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What You Need

Insects are wiggly, silly little things.
But when you give them big eyes and
crazy situations, the laughs will
be loud.
To be a silly sketcher, all you
need is a pencil, some paper, and a
funny bone. Draw an oval here. Put a

pencils

pencil sharpener
(just in case)

rectangle there. Add some
lines or squiggles. Just follow
the steps. You’ll
have hilarious

lots of paper

eraser

drawings in
no time.
colored pencils and markers
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Step 4
Erase all the lines inside
the overlapping shapes.

Step 5
Give your caterpillar pupils,
a little mouth, and details
on its body.

Let’s start with a simple sketch to get the
giggles going. Draw a caterpillar trying to
stay on a branch, and try not to laugh!

Step 1

Step 6

Start with two long,
curved lines.

Add motion lines and
a few more body details.

Step 2
Draw a wavy body around the
lines. Add in two eye circles.

Step 3
Add details, such as antennae
and tiny curved legs.
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Dizzy Dragonfly
After drawing this dragonfly, you
might be dizzy with laughter!

Step 1
Start the body by
layering a small oval,
a teardrop, and a long
skinny oval.

Step 3

Step 4

Add silly legs and
a mouth.

Erase all the lines inside
the overlapping shapes.

Step 5

Step 6

Use swirls and squiggle
lines to make your
bug dizzy.

Add motion lines.

Step 2
Draw big oval wings. Give
the dragonfly circle eyes
and body details.

Ti p
Your dragonfly d
oesn’t have to b
e dizzy.
Try giving it a d
ifferent emotion
.
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